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What’s New?

The new features that have been
added with the update.
1. Malware Crawler with
whitelisting host
Created an option to add a list of trusted hosts in the admin portal.
As a result, you will not get alerts if the URL origin is from whitelisted host.

2. New Malware crawler
The new Malware crawler is to improve virus detection by doing
detail scanning of your resources available on websites independently.

3. IP based login.

This feature will allow your users to login from particular IPs only.
This will help you to restrict the login from specific IPs.
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What’s Better?

The enhancements to improve security
and usability.
1. Traffic Redirect checks in Malware
crawler
This feature will identify and notifying you the server side virus infection
that redirect your clients’ request to the virus infected websites.

2. Multiple Iframe alert for Malware
crawler
Modified Iframe alert logic to stop the false positive Iframe alerts. Now
the detection of Iframe takes place after the page loaded fully but not
on partial rendering.

3. Unique Vulnerability ID
All scan reports will now show unique ID for each detected vulnerability. This will allow you to track the occurrences of the particular
vulnerability.

4. Reverse IP lookup of
Application URL
Reverse IP lookup of Application URL will check the website IP before
starting Vulnerability Assessment service. If there is a change in IP address then this feature will automatically find out the IP, based on the
application URL.

5. IP Search
In client portal, searching of web application through IP is implemented.
This will help you to search common hosted URLs through IP.

Indusface is redefining application security with disruptive technological innovations. As the appsec leader, we are growing at an incredible pace with more than 800
global customers spread across 17 countries who trust us with their web and mobile application security. Our application security cloud platform is industry’s first
truly integrated ‘Total Application Security’ solution that ‘Detects, Protects & Monitors’ applications continuously to block attackers. Also available on AWS marketplace, Indusface is protecting thousands of cloud apps and businesses across the world.
We are recognized as the Top Emerging Information Security Product Company by NASSCOM-DSCI and positioned in the Magic Quadrant for Application Security
Testing by Gartner. Empaneled by CERT-In as trusted scanning vendors, Indusface has also been awarded by the Deloitte Asia Top 100, Red Herring Top 100 Asia
ChannelWorld 100, and InTech50.
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